
27 November 1968 

Mr,Harold Feldman 

2057 Upland Way 
Philedel phia 19131 

Dear Harold, 

Probably I did see Turner's article in Ramparts but I have no specific memory of 
his allegation that Oswald sent the suspect photo to the Militant. I am sure that 
I just did not take it seriously because, like almost all sensational disclosures in 
the Literature of Garrisonophilia, it was unsupported by factual data. In the early 
stages, I did try to rim down some of the mors provocative "revelations" by Garrison 
or his promoters but each time it dissolved into nothing or remained inconclusive or 
there was even an outright dentel of having made the origingl allegation at all. 

| Se I decided to conserve ay tine and let the "revelations" dissolve by themselves. 

In any case, I would be axtromelyascept tieal of the photo/#41itan ¢ claim on Turner's 
part unless and until the objective evidence that casts doubt on its authenticity is 
overcome. I want over much of that evidence in Accessories and, more recently, heard 
that new evidence may have been developed by a professional photographer in Los Angeles 
who worka with one of the citisents committees there. As I heard. it, be discovered by 
chance while working with copies of CE 155-A and CK 133-B that that heads were absolutely 
identical—if one was placed on top of the other, the outline was exactly the same, which 
if true would certsinly be unnatural. 

As to my opinion of Turner: It is very. hard to view lin in isolation from the Garrison 
investigation, with which he is so intimately associated. I met him only once, when he 
came here for breakfast because he. had a clogged schedule for a brief stopover in New 
York, He seemed open, extrenely pleasant, courteaus, and intelligent, and I liked hin 
quite well. I do not dislike him now, although I am deeply disappointed in his role 
on the New Orleans "investigation," which seens to. have become his exclusive achivity. 
His abandon of normal, investigative standards and Judgment is onbarrassing. One of his ~ 

| Fannarts articles vas made up alnoet wholly of conditional and qualifying phrases 
 {e.g., I filled 15 pages «ith excerpts such as "...0ne can only surmise...he may have. 
been slated...he evidently acquired...one possible answer...two possibly relevant 
documents...the likelihood ises..dit may be significant...the possible implication 
ae, there may be a pattern...a < Glue way lie...one speculation is...it may be 
significant...it 4 is alse possible...” ete. ete.). One really cannot take thet 

ee companied as at was by solid substance. 

This being said, let me aad inde 2 ‘ei Ei See sutions ins recent letter from one of our 
colleagues (and perhaps your request for my opinion of Tuxher may have been provoked 
by the same colleague) that Tarner is follw 7a meth cal program of decdit, untruth, 
and misinformation as part of a “major federal penetration” of the eritice' camp, or one 
section of it, to be more precise. There have bean 30 many indiscriminate charges that 
one or another of the orltics is really a CIA or FBI infiltrator——indeed, so many lurid 
and preposterous “explanations” of ay position on Garrison, including the hypothesis 
that I am being blacknailed—-that the only valid suspicion thet arises is that some. 
of the eritics have regressed into little boys playing cops and robbers and having — 
the most xrousing good time at this frenetic and irrelevant entertainment. I am afraid 
that they no longer differentiate between fact and Speculation, and that they are 
inereasingly out of touch with sober reality. - 
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As to your second question: I have never considered az necessarily conspiratorial the removal of the body over the legitimate protests of the spunky Pr. Rose (treated unfairly by that ass Manchester). I think the JPK entourage was scared shitless _ and wanted to get out of Dallas, which they could scarcely do leaving the body 
behind with strangers and enemies. The main impulse seems to have been on the pert of JFK's mostlloyal lieutenants, not LBJ, Had he been the force belind the removal 
of the body, I would more easily see it as significant er even sinister. But why 
would O'Donnell conspire before the shooting in the usurpation of his om chief and 
thetefore in the loss of his own source of power? I doubt that it was essential, in 
any case, to those who engineered events to have the body in one specific place rather 
than another—they probably would have been able to manipulate the evidence from any 
one of 4 number of sources, even from Dallas had the body remained there. 

I did not regard our exchange on the subject of Garrison as 4 quarrel, but as 
something less personal and more serious, 1 remain complately convinced that 
the only acceptable course for a critic of the WR was to disavow him, and a number 
of those who disagreed vehemently seam to be moving closer to that position now. _ 

I am very bappy that you found merit in Agcessories aml grateful for your 
generous remarks. Perhaps you noticed that one page, on which you are 
mentioned, wac unfortunate scrambled by the printers. You may wish to correct | 
your copy, on page 514, by deleting the line “Johnson testified further thet there 
was" and inserting "Eline's affidavit (158 640) states ters&ly:" 

Please feel free to write again any tine, about points of evidence or anything 
else. 

. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher


